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The Radio People



who we are, what we do

a unique proposition

your ‘one-stop’ solution providor

Clyde Broadcast are experts in the design, specification and installation of radio studios and radio stations. 

As well as manufacturing a range of our own analog and digital broadcast audio products, we have access to 
all leading makes of equipment and can tailor solutions to meet specific customer requirements of any size or 
budget.

We offer a comprehensive range of services including consultancy, equipment specification and procurement, 
project management, installation and training.

We can assist with locating studio premises, in building the studios, with the specification of studio to 
transmitter link and transmission equipment, even with program consultancy.

We have designed and equipped stations throughout the UK and Europe, in The Middle East and Far East, 
throughout Africa and the Indian sub-continent, as well as in Australia, China, Russia, the Ukraine and the US.

The process of creating a fully operational radio station requires input from a number of inter-related 
disciplines, as shown below.

It is obviously very important that all activities                                                                                                                                         
are managed to ensure a smooth implementation,                                                                                                                
minimising delays and preventing cost over-runs.

Most clients want a single point of contact, someone
who takes full responsibility for the entire project,
providing regular updates and managing issues
before they become problems.

With over 30 years experience, why not let Clyde                                                                                                                    
Broadcast be your ‘someone’?

The proposals presented in this document are                                                                                                                                     
based on tried and tested industry ‘best practices’,
delivered  by seasoned professionals with 
demonstrable track records.
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Clyde Broadcast is uniquely placed to offer advice on all 
aspects of starting and operating a viable radio station.

This covers the provision of technical facilities (covered in 
this document), the creation of compelling programs, 
presentation techniques, the running of a newsroom, the 
creation of a brand-image, audience research, airtime 
sales and promotions.

With strong links to one of the UK’s most successful radio 
stations, Radio Clyde, and to the Scottish Media Academy, 
we at Clyde Broadcast are proud to present ourselves as 
The Radio People.



our resources

our resources

Our sales, development and administration teams are based in the premises of Radio Clyde, one of our 
most prestigious clients (and one of the UK’s most successful commercial radio stations), and our system 
prefabrication facility is close by, on the same business park.

This close association with a highly successful commercial radio station puts us in an ideal position to 
understand customer needs, and to develop and test new and innovative products and solutions  in a 
real-life environment.  

Manufacture of our electronic assemblies is sub-contracted to two specialist companies, both based in 
Scotland, both operating to ISO standards. This ensures the highest possible build quality and 
consistency, and Clyde’s customers are always very welcome to visit these facilities whilst attending 
design meetings or factory inspection.

We also have access to the facilities of the Scottish Media Academy, providers of specialist broadcast 
training, in addition to out to in-house trainers and Media Consultant.
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clyde in kenya

kbc

kicd

The picture to the right shows KBC’s Radio Taifa studio, recently equipped with a Synergy Integrated 
Digital Broadcast System from Clyde Broadcast. This was a pilot project, followed by the installation of a 
further five studio upgrades as part of a program to migrate all of the Nairobi studios to digital 
technology using Synergy.

KBC MD, Mr Waiteka Wahenya, comments:

‘The pilot was very successful, the equipment being very popular with engineers and operators. In the 
next phase, in addition to adding new studios, Clyde installed a fibre backbone which connects the 
studios to a new CTA (Central Technical Area) and our Links Room, using audio over IP (AoIP) technology.

The project ran very smoothly, there were no hitches and the equipment has been very reliable.

Clyde have provided excellent support and have worked well with my staff. I would not hesitate to 
recommend them’.

The Kenyan Institute for Curriculum Development, formerly KIE, provide educational programs for 
Kenya’s schools, currently distributed via KBC.

The programs are created in a suite of studios at KICD’s Nairobi headquarters, which were recently 
equipped by Clyde Broadcast. In addition to on-air studios, production studios and a comprehensively 
equipped CTA, Clyde upgraded KIE’s original outside broadcast van to incorporate Synergy Digital 
systems, compatible with the rest of the system.

Educational Media Facilities Director, Mr John Kimotho, comments:

‘The installation of our radio studios was a huge success. The project ran smoothly, the level of training 
and support from Clyde and their local partner, Comchoce, has been excellent, and I would whole-
heartedly recommend Clyde and their Synergy equipment to anyone looking for a high end, reliable and 
scalable solution’.

The picture to the right shows one of KICD’s multi-purpose broadcast/production studios.
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clyde in kenya

capital fm

hope fm

Capital FM was Kenya’s first private FM radio station. The original studios were designed, built and 
equipped by Clyde back in the early 90's, and when Capital decided to upgrade their facilities from analog 
to digital technology, they once again turned to Clyde.

Capital’s General Manager, Mr Cyrus Kamau:

‘The Clyde equipped studios ran 24/7 for many years, so when we wanted to upgrade it made sense to 
speak with Clyde once more – and we were pleased that we did – we are delighted with our new studios 
and were very pleased with the way Clyde helped us through the installation process, ensuring that we 
styed on air at all times and that there was the minimum of disturbance  to ongoing broadcasts.

Support from Clyde has been first class and we would most certainly recommend Clyde as a very 
professional organisation, who we are pleased to be associated with’.

The picture to the right shows one of Capital’s two on-air studios.

Hope FM, the radio broadcasting arm of Christ Is The Answer Ministries, celebrated its 10th anniversary in 
2013. Co-incidentally, in 2013 Hope undertook the first phase of upgrading their radio facilities with a 
Clyde Synergy studio installation, pictured on the right.

In the summer of 2013 a team from Hope visited Clyde in the UK for factory inspection and pre-
installation inspection, and the actual installation followed shortly thereafter.

Station Manager, Kingston Ogango, who was one of the visitors, commented:

‘We found our visit to Clyde very useful indeed. They are based at radio Clyde, one of the UKL’s most 
successful commercial radio stations, and it was evident that both companies benefit from their close 
association.

We have been very pleased with Clyde Broadcast – the service and support has been first class, and 
everyone is very happy with the new studio.’
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clyde in kenya

radio maisha

aitec africa

Clyde designed and equipped studios for The Standard Group’s Radio Maisha, with facilities located in 
the I & M Building in the town centre, and out on the Mombasa Road, in The Standard’s new 
headquarters.

At the time, The Standard’s Deputy Chairman, Paul Melly, commented:

‘This has been our first venture into radio, and we are grateful to Clyde for their considerable assiatance 
in getting us up and running, and for their very professional approach.

We would recommend Clyde to anyone who is serious about radio’. 

For the past three years Clyde have supported the Aitec Africa conference, delivering technical papers 
and exhibiting products and equipment in the trade show.

2014 will be no exception, and visitors to our stand will be able to see our equipment first-hand and 
meet with senior members of our staff.

training and support

For some reason training and support often tend to be overlooked, but in reality what could be more 
important?

There is little point in having fantastic equipment if operators do not know how to use it correctly, or if it 
is not maintained adequately.

At Clyde Broadcast we treat both Training and Support VERY seriously. We have three trainers (Chris, 
Nigel and Darren) and a full-time Support Manager (Barry).

We have a wiki-based support website for customer access, providing a whole host of useful 
information. We run bespoke training courses, either in the UK or at our customer’s premises, and offer 
a variety of support packages, tailored to meet the needs of individual customers and organisations.

Training Workshop
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making radio programs

workflow

The RSKC radio station package is based around Synergy Integrated Digital Broadcast Centres, as used by KBC, 
KICD and Hope FM.

Synergy combines the functionality of a state of the art broadcast mixer with a suite of integrated software 
applications, providing tools for each of the various tasks associated with producing and broadcasting radio 
programs.

Within a modern digital radio station environment the workflow can be represented like this:

ACQUISITION PRODUCTION SCHEDULING BROADCAST

Obtaining ‘content’ - 
ripping CDs, recording 
jingles, ads, trailers etc 
– all content is stored 

on a central server and 
is accessed via the 
Synergy LIBRARY

Managing the Library, 
adding information 

and ‘markers’ 
associated with 

content, converting 
between different file 

formats

Creating and 
populating program 

‘schedules’, 
instruction to 

presenters as to the 
order in which items 
should be broadcast

Playing back content 
previously stored on 

the server, in 
combination with 

‘Live’ events such as 
presenter chat and 

phone-ins, or totally 
‘Automated’

Additional software tools are provided for scheduling 
advertisements and creating billing information, for creating 
reports of what has been actually broadcast, and for making 
‘off-air’ recordings, (called ‘logging’) – generally a 
requirement imposed by the licencing authority.

programs

MUSIC

ADS

JINGLES

Prerecorded
NEWS Prerecorded

INTERVIEWS

Prerecorded
PHONE-INS

TRAILERS

LIVE NEWS

PHONE-INS

LIVE 
INTERVIEWS

OUTSIDE
BROADCASTS

PRESENTER
CHAT

LIVE MUSIC

A radio PROGRAM is a combination of LIVE and PRE-RECORDED events, 
combined into a SCHEDULE, which instructs the presenter of the order in 
which the events should occur.

PRE-RECORDED EVENTS include:

LIVE EVENTS include:

PLAYBACK 
FROM CDs

PRE-RECORDED EVENTS, created in the ACQUISITION and PRODUCTION 
stages, are stored on the CONTENT SERVER.

In the AUTOMATION mode, where there is no presenter, ALL content will 
have been pre-recorded.

VOICE
LINKS

The picture to the right shows a typical playlist, which 
informs the on-air presenter of the ‘running order’ of his/her 
individual program.

This appears on a large touchscreen in front of the 
presenter, who also has the ability to view additional 
information about each event, for example to find out 
interesting facts about a particular song.
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studio equipment
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what you need

For a radio station that wants to broadcast 24/7, to make and broadcast commercials, to create and broadcast 
regular news bulletins and to run in both a Live Assist and Automated manner, we strongly recommend a 
Synergy RSKC Station Package.

This uses the same technology as that used at KBC and KICD, and includes:

· Main On Air Self-Op studio based on a Synergy Silver Configuration

· Production/Back-Up On Air studio based on a Synergy Bronze Configuration

· Talks Studio (working with main on-air room) allowing both Tech-op and Self-op broadcast styles

· GP/Scheduling Workstation

· Central Technical Rack, incorporating content server,

studio switcher and other ‘shared equipment’

The RSKCstation schematic is shown on the right.

station schematic

CTA (Central 
Technical Area) 
equipment rack

Synergy
Silver

(Main On Air Studio)

Station 
output

Off-Air 
Receiver

audio path

Talks Studio
(manually patches to 
either control room)

Standby
audio
source

Content server
and logger

Re-b/cast
Receiver

Deskmate
GP/News 

Workstation(s)

Synergy
Bronze

(Production/Back-up 
On Air Studio)

Broadcast network

The RSKC Radio Station Package is an extremely robust arrangement:

2 similarly equipped broadcast AND production capable studios:

· Total back-up – either studio can be used for broadcast, either for production
· Allows alternate programs to swap between studios
· Alllows for planned maintenance and training

PLUS

· Robust server with dual power suplies and two sets of mirrored hard-disc arrays
· Auto-fail safe switching to standby audio when an unattended fault arises
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studio equipment cont.

on-air studios

In the LIVE ASSIST mode the ON AIR Studio is where the program is presented from.

A typical LIVE program will be a combination of presenter chat – with phone-ins and live studio guests, 
live news reads and travel information, plus feeds from outside broadcasts – football matches for 
example, interspersed with the ‘playback’ of material which has already been created and stored on the 
central server (typically this will include music, advertisements, jingles, trailers and pre-recorded news 
etc).

The VAST MAJORITY of content will be stored on the central server and played back 
via local studio PCs – so access and control are very important considerations

However, with the possible exception of ‘standby’ CD players, in today’s radio studio the VAST MAJORITY 
of content will be played back via a local PC, connected to the central content server. 

For this reason it is very important that it is easy for the operator to access and control content from the 
server, and the inter-action between studio mixer and software is very important to ensure trouble-free 
operation.

SYNERGY has FOUR faders associated with playback of content from the server. Two faders are 
associated with the PLAYLIST, allowing crossfades between successive items, and two faders are 
associated with CART STACKS. The CART STACKS each have six slots, ‘into which’ can be loaded jingles, 
trailers, promos, ads and sound effects, for instant playback.

Playback can be initiated in a number of ways – using combinations of mixer faders and buttons, or via 
the touchscreen, giving each and every operator the chance to broadcast in the manner that best suits 
them.

However, with the possible exception of ‘standby’ CD players, in today’s radio studio the VAST MAJORITY 
of content will be played back via a local PC, connected to the central content server. 

For this reason it is very important that it is easy for the operator to access and control content from the 
server, and the inter-action between studio mixer and software is very important to ensure trouble-free 
operation.

SYNERGY has FOUR faders associated with playback of content from the server. Two faders are 
associated with the PLAYLIST, allowing crossfades between successive items, and two faders are 
associated with CART STACKS. The CART STACKS each have six slots, ‘into which’ can be loaded jingles, 
trailers, promos, ads and sound effects, for instant playback.

Playback can be initiated in a number of ways – using combinations of mixer faders and buttons, or via 
the touchscreen, giving each and every operator the chance to broadcast in the manner that best suits 
them.

The studio will need microphones for presenter 
and guests, headphones and loudspeakers for 
monitoring, ON AIR and MIC LIVE indicators, 
phone-in equipment (so that calls can be 
recorded or put live to air) and traditionally the 
on-air studio would also contain various different 
types of audio ‘playback’ equipment – CD players, 
hard-disc players, mini-disc players, turntables 
and stand-alone PCs.
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studio equipment cont.

production studios

Traditionally a radio production studio incorporated a dedicated production mixer – often the type of 
unit you would find in a recording studio, plus either a dedicated hardware recorder, PC or MAC-based 
computer.

A major draw-back of this approach was that this type of equipment is TOTALLY UNSUITABLE FOR ON AIR 
applications, meaning that the studio could not be used as a back-up to the Main On Air.

With the increased use of software recording and editing tools, there is now no reason why the 
production studio and on-air studio cannot be similarly equipped.

This has many benefits: 

· Operator familiarity – everyone can use any studio

· Allows Production Studio to operate as Back-Up On Air

· Allows successive programs to swap between studios, easing change-overs

· Simplifies training and eases support, spares-holding and maintenance

The VAST MAJORITY of content will be stored on the central server and played back 
via local studio PCs – so access and control are very important considerations

talks studio

There are two main ways of broadcasting – Self-Op or Tech-Op.

SELF-OP is where the presenter operates the equipment with guests and co-presenters located in the 

same room, typically ‘across the desk’, facing the presenter. This is very popular with predominantly 
music radio.

TECH-OP is where a technician and/or producer operates the equipment, with presenter and guests 

located in an adjacent talks studio or booth. This is popular in stations where there is a high speech 
content.

The SYNERGY RSKC Station Package includes a Talks Studio, which can be controlled from the Main On Air 
Studio, providing a choice of operating styles to suit different programs.
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studio equipment cont.

workstations

There are many tasks which can be undertaken in a traditional office environment, which can save on the 
use of valuable studio time.

Such tasks include:

· Ripping music from CDs onto the server, and adding associated information

· Creating and populating templates to produce program schedules

· Creating advertising schedules and preparing billing information

· Preparing reports of ‘as-played’ content

· Listening to playback from the ‘logger’

· Recording and editing phone-calls, then saving them to the server

· Downloading content from portable devices – from reporter’s recorders for example

· Editing and saving this content

· Creating news bulletins

REPORTER KITS allow journalists to record ‘in the field’ interviews, which can be 
downloaded via a DESKMATE back at the station, for editing and inclusion in future 
broadcasts.

The SYNERGY RSKC Station Package includes 
a General Purpose Workstation which can 
be used for all of these tasks, and includes 
DESMATE desktop audio facilities and a 
production PC running Synergy production 
software.

Content created at the workstation is stored 
on the central server for access anywhere 
else on the broadcast network.

A combo microphone/headset allows 
recordings to be made in noisy office 
environments.

Additional workstations can easily be added 
as required.

the cta (central technical area)

The CTA is the ‘nerve-centre’ 
of the entire radio station.

It contains ‘shared’ 
equipment – common to the 
studios and workstations, 
provides inter-connections 
between these areas and is 
the interface to the outside 
world.

The CTA contains:

· Studio switcher, allowing a 

choice of which studio (or 
other source) feeds the 
transmitter

· Central content server with 

station-wide synchronous 
time-date display reference

· Off-air receiver and 

distribution amplifiers

· Program-fail detector and 

standby audiosource

· Broadcast network 

components

· Audio patching

· Audio monitoring

· Optional profanity delay (if 

required)

· Inter-area connection 

interfaces

The CTA rack may also contain optional power conditioning equipment and 
lightning protection devices.

Further options include more sophisticated broadcast phone-in systems and 
a re-broadcast receiver, to allow content originating elsewhere to be 
broadcast from this station at certain times of the day.

Like the studio equipment, this rack, which is typically between 4' and 6' 
high, requires to be located in a permanently air-conditioned environment.
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transmission equipment

transmission system

The diagram to the right shows the various components which make up the transmission system.

Systems are available with different powers of transmitter, for both main and standby.

If budget is the absolute driver then the standby transmitter can be omitted, thought this is not recommended.

If the transmission site is not co-located with the studios a Studio to Transmitter Link (STL) will be required. This 
is a separate radio link which will require a frequency allocation from the licensing body.

The antenna should be mounted as high as possible, to maximise coverage, and this is discussed in the next 
section.

If the transmitter cannot be located somewhere in the middle of the desired coverage area, a special antenna 
design may be required. Clyde can assist with the production of coverage prediction plots and the design of 
special antenna arrays.

As standard our KC Tx Package includes a 2kW MAIN 
transmitter and 1kW BACK-UP, with auto-switching 
under fault conditions.
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Dual 
Cavity Filter

Antenna
System

transmission system

Intelligent 
Transmitter 
Controller*

Transmitter Change-over switch

Dummy
Load

FM Processor 
and RDS Encoder

Main 
Transmitter

Back-Up 
Transmitter

From studio 
switcher in CTA

KEY:

RF

Control

Audio

MPX

* Controller has   
optional remote 
interface – GSM or 
WEB based

Note that if the transmission 
system is NOT located on the 
same site as the studios, an STL 
(studio to transmitter link) will be 
required – see next page.
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transmission equipment cont.

stl (studio to transmitter link)

If required, this equipment links the studio and transmitter sites. Ideally line of site is required between 
the two locations, which can be up to a few miles apart.

Unlike the FM transmission antenna, the STL aerials are highly directional and require careful alignment.

Factors affecting coverage include location of antenna, 
height of antenna above desired coverage area, 
transmitter power, antenna pattern.

transmission tower

For a given transmitter power and aerial design, the higher the 
antenna, the better the coverage.

There are three options for mounting the antenna:

· Locate on the top of a tall building

· Locate on top of a free-standing tower

· Locate on top of a guyed (wired) mast

Factors to be taken into consideration include weight and wind-
load of the antenna itself, local terrain and soil conditions, available 
space – a guyed-mast requires far more real-estate than a free-
standing tower for example.

transmission rack

This picture shows a 
typical transmission 
rack, in this instance 
with the processor in a 
separate adjacent 
cabinet.

The transmission rack 
can be located in the 
same room as the CTA 
rack, if conveniently 
located for taking a 
feed from the 
transmitter to the 
antenna, taking into 
consideration that the 
aerial feeder cable 
cannot be installed 
with tight bends.

The room in which this 
rack is located MUST 
be air-conditioned, and 
in high power 
installations, localised 
forced cooling can also 
required.

Suitably rated and 
maintained power 
supplies are required – 
see next section.

Studio Switcher
in CTA Rack

STL
Transmitter

STL
Receiver

FM Transmission 
System

fm processing

The FM processor shown in the previous schematic is used to adjust the 
dynamic qualities of the signal, before it is sent to the transmitter. This is 
achieved by splitting the signal into different frequency bands then applying 
different levels of compression or limiting, such that once re-combined, the 
overall sound is ‘louder’ than before, without increasing the average power.
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power conditioning

avr (automatic voltage regulator)

Note that the batteries in UPSs do not last for ever, and they 
should be regularly maintained and for longest life, located in 
an air-conditioned environment.

generators

In many countries there can be huge fluctuations in the mains 
voltage at any given time, which can quite easily damage 
equipment which it is powering.

AVRs are used to smooth-out such variations, and supply the 
connected equipment with a far more stable voltage.

Traditional AVRs used variable transformers, which were adjusted 
mechanically; the disadvantage of this technology is the time 
taken to react – in many cases the damage was done before the 
voltage was adjusted.

Clyde recommend the use of solid state AVRs with no moving 
parts, for better protection and longer operating life.

correct earthing

ups (uninterruptable power supply)

The main purpose of the UPS is to provide a period of maintained power to 
connected equipment, should the main utility  supply fail, or drop-out periodically.

Generally the UPS is expected to ‘hold-up’ until a standby generator can start up, and 
take over from the utility supply.

There are three main types of UPS, offering different levels of protection, but Clyde 
strongly recommend the use of On Line Interactive types, which also provide an 
element of immunity to short duration high voltage transients.

In locations where mains failures 
are commonplace it makes sense 
to install a standby generator.

Depending on budget, this can 
either supply the entire station, or 
be restricted to powering (say) 
one studio, the CTA and the 
transmission system (if co-
located).

A suitable change-over panel is 
required, and the UPS should be 
capable of powering the load until 
the generator has started and has 
acquired the correct voltage.

lightning protection

Having a good technical earth is vital, both from a safety consideration and to 
minimise the effects of external interference.

This really is a very important issue and failure to deal with this from the outset 
of the project can result in big bills for damaged equipment and lost air-time.

Lightning can cause massive failures to broadcast equipment and in areas prone 
to frequent strikes, we strongly recommend the use of specialist protection 
equipment.
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studios

acoustic treatment

The three studios – Main On Air, Production/Back-Up On Air and Talks Studio,  require acoustic treatment. There are 
two parts to this – isolation and reverberation control.

ISOLATION refers to the extent to which sounds outside the studio reach the inside. If your studio is on a flight path, or 
next to a busy main road, acoustic isolation will be far more of a problem than if you are located in the countryside. 

You do not want interfering sounds to be picked up by the sensitive studio microphones and broadcast to your 
audience! You also want to prevent sounds from one studio spilling into the adjacent ones.

For best isolation you need thick walls – the more mass the better, with solid floors and ceilings – ideally concrete. 
Doors and windows are weak links, and special acoustic door and window sets should be installed by professionals.

REVERBERATION CONTROL refers to the amount of ‘echo’ you can hear within the studios themselves. An extreme 
example of this is a bathroom, which is referred to as having a very ‘live sound’. This is achieved using acoustically 
absorbing materials.

You do not want your presenters to sound like they are broadcasting from a bathroom! 

air-conditioning

Equipment in the studios and the CTA can generate quite a lot of heat. Apart 
from making this uncomfortable for staff, elevated temperatures adversely 
effect the reliability and longevity of the equipment, and for this reason these 
areas MUST be permanently air-conditioned. 

It is important that the air-conditioning plant does not generate noise, and this is 
normally achieved by moving a large volume of chilled air very slowly – which is 
contrary to the normal approach. 

It is also important that the ducting contains suitable attenuators, to stop 
sounds in one studio being carried into the others via common duct-work.
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Fortunately reverberation in a radio studio can be quite easily controlled by the 
installation of special wall-mounting panels, such as Clyde’s CATS Panels.

m+e services

electrics

We have mentioned the need for power conditioning, but obviously it is 
important that there are adequately rated power points and workable lighting in 
appropriate positions throughout the station.

We strongly recommend deploying a qualified electrician for these works, and 
great care should be taken with three-phase installations to correctly load 
balance and avoid interference.

builder works
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As many organisations have found to their cost, building studios differs 
considerably from general builder-work, and requires great care and attention 
to detail – with constant supervision, as it is almost impossible to remedy 
mistakes once they have been made.

At Clyde Broadcast we have developed a set of construction guidelines which 
allow local builders to work to a set of proven designs and methods, thereby 
saving on speciaist services.



studios cont.

The Main On Air studio should be a minimum of 4m x 4m. The ceiling height does not need to be any more than about 
2.5m, though if it is higher a suspended ceiling can be used to reduce the perceived height.

The Back-Up/Production studio can be slightly smaller, as can the Talks Studio.

All three required to be permanently air-conditioned and acoustically treated. The CTA and transmission rooms MUST 
also be air-conditioned.

These rooms (which could be combined), each need to be about 2m x 2m.

Workstations are located within normal office environments, which may or may not be air-conditioned, subject to 
location and climate.

how much space

a typical layout

studio options

As an alternative to constructing brand 
new studios, or refurbing existing ones, 
it may be worth considering the use of 
either Container or Portacabin studios. 

These can be installed very quickly, and 
can be very cost-effective.

The ideal environment to locate studios is away from flight paths, main roads and railway lines. The premises should 
have solid concrete floors and ceilings, and solid concrete block walls. Neighbours will be quiet and not operate noisy 
machinery. If the building has lifts, try to put the studios as far away as possible.

If the layout of rooms within an existing building is not suitable, and walls need to be constructed, these can either be 
solid concrete block or built using ‘camden partitioning’, which is considerably lighter – useful if there are load 
constraints.

Ideally acoustic measurements will be made ahead of construction, to ascertain how much isolation is required, and 
both isolation and reverberation tests should be made on completion to ensure design objectives have been met.

the ideal environment

Main On 
Air Studio

Production/Back Up 
On Air Studio

Talks 
Studio

CTA 
Rack

Tx 
Rack

News 
Workstations

Scheduling
Workstation

Sound
Lobby
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comms systems and ob’s

comms systems

The station will obviously need facilities such as a phone-system, an office IT system, internet connections, 
possibly off-air receiving antennae or dishes, and potentially equipment to link to other radio stations and outside 
broadcast facilities. If the programming includes a large element of news, then reporters will need equipping.

This will vary from station to station, and need not be part of a broadcast contract – we are mentioning these 
considerations so that they do not get overlooked.

the key to success

Creating a radio station requires inputs from a number of diverse and 
specialist disciplines.

Each brings its own challenges, but perhaps of more significance is ensuring 
that these various disciplines come together in a manner which ensures the 
most efficient project implementation.

Project 
Manager

Studio 
equipment

Transmission 
equipment

Studio 
acoustics

M+E 
services

Power 
conditionning

Builder 
works

Comms 
systems

+ OBs

Fortunately reverberation in a radio studio can be quite easily controlled by the 
installation of special wall-mounting panels, such as Clyde’s CATS Panels.

project management

outside broadcasts

OB vehicles can be worth their weight in gold. They 
can be used for PR purposes, at festivals, road-shows 
and for sports coverage, for news reporting and 
political events.

Communication with the studio centre can be via 
GSM, RF or satellite link. 

ON TIME

TO
SPECIFICATION

IN BUDGET

A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT

Put simply, there are SO many ways that a project can go off the rails – can 
you really afford NOT to engage an experienced project manager?

Staff at Clyde Broadcast have been fulfilling this role for over 25 years, and 
gave developed tried and tested techniques to ensure project success.

By engaging Clyde to manage your project, or at least the technical parts of 
it, you can rest assured that you are in the very best of hands.

After all, we are The Radio People!
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what next

If you like the idea of working with Clyde, but need to go through a tendering process, we have made 
templates available which you are free to use.

We strongly recommend that you ask tenderers to make a site visit before responding, and that you take a 
detailed look at their track record.

What you need is more than just a pile of equipment – unless you employ a team of experienced 
broadcast engineers – we believe you want a fully operational radio station – fit for purpose, robust and 
flexible, and great value!

Furthermore you probably want to deal with a company who will take full responsibility for delivering your 
station - design, supply, installation, training and support.

In our tendering template there area number of ‘essential’ and a number of ‘optional’ elements. You can 
engage with Clyde for as many or as few as possible.

There are also certain elements where it will be more cost-effective for you to engage directly with local 
suppliers, for example, to get a tower built.

However, by engaging Clyde as your Project Managers we will liaise with direct suppliers, on your behalf, 
acting in the capacity as your technical advisors, advising and assisting you to get the best possible value at 
all stages.

IN FACT WE GURANTEE THAT THROUGHOUT THE COURSE OF THE PROJECT WE WILL SAVE YOU AT LEAST 
TWICE THE COST OF OUR MANAGEMENT FEES!

guaranteeing results...and savings

We can help with:

· Studio layouts and acoustic treatment
· Audio system design, studio equipment specification, procurement and installation
· Transmission system and STL design, equipment supply and installation
· Coverage predictions
· M+E specifications
· Studio construction guidelines
· Acoustic measurements
· Project management

Contact us now at www.sales@clydebroadcast.com WITHOUT ANY 
OBLIGATION and in TOTAL CONFIDENCE  to discuss YOUR project
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the bigger picture

more than technical facilities

the scottish media academy

In addition to technical facilities, which are addressed in detail in this publication, you will also need trained and 
motivated staff, the means to create programs and other content, suitable editorial control of content, and of 
course, a means of monetising the operation – should this be a driver – helping ensure that the venture can become 
a self-sustaining and viable commercial enterprise.

The Scottish Media Academy is a centre of excellence, innovation and inspiration in media education. Staffed by 
media professionals, the Academy combines the very highest standards of academia and hands-on practical training, 
delivered in a real-life environment – a working (and highly successful) commercial radio station.

This is the perfect opportunity to learn from the very best – giving your own team the chance to spend time in a 
working news room, in sales and marketing, programming, engineering, IT, presentation and program production.

Courses can be tailored to specific needs, delivered either at the Academy or in customer’s own premises, working 
with your team to understand what it takes to create and deliver compelling programs, which in turn build loyal 
audiences – which makes great radio great.

compelling
programs

editorial control

technical facilities

trained and 
organised staff

monetisation

compliance

community involvement

localisation
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local
news

studios

transmission

STL
acoustics

air conditioning

automation

mixers

NEWSROOM

reporters 

equipment

outside 
broadcasts

phone-ins

regional news

ADVERTISING

processing
TRAINING

sports 
coverage

billing

national 

news

production

scheduling

LOGGING

editing
script writing

reporting

recording

maintenance

SALES

technical 
facilities

compelling
content

editorial 
control

an
audience

advertisers

SUCCESS

Through our very close association with Radio 
Clyde, one of the UK’s leading commercial radio 
stations, Clyde Broadcast are uniquely placed to 
offer ALL of these services, and together with the 
Scottish Media Academy, also located at Radio 
Clyde, we can help turn your visions into reality.

trained 
staff

Radio Clyde, home for Clyde Broadcast and 
the Scottish Media Academy

programming



Clyde Broadcast Products Ltd
3 South Avenue, Clydebank Business Park, Clydebank, G81 2RX, Scotland , UK.

Phone: + 44 141 952 7950     Mail:  sales@clydebroadcast.com
www.clydebroadcast.com
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